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1. INTRODUCTION
In a highly original, but not yet sufficiently appreciated contribution
entitled ‘‘Six theorems about metric spaces’’ [32], John Isbell presented
and discussed the following intriguing observations:
(i) There exist injective metric spaces, that is, metric spaces
(X, d : X×XQ R) such that, for every isometric embedding a : X+XŒ
into another metric space (XŒ, dŒ), there exists a non-expansive retraction
aŒ : XŒQX, that is, a map aŒ from XŒ into X with aŒ p a=IdX and with
d(aŒ(xŒ), aŒ(yŒ)) [ dŒ(xŒ, yŒ) for all xŒ, yŒ ¥XŒ.
(ii) Every metric space (X, d) can be embedded isometrically into an
injective metric space (Xˆ, dˆ).
(iii) Given any such isometric embedding a : X+ Xˆ of a metric
space (X, d) into an injective metric space (Xˆ, dˆ), there exists a unique
smallest injective subspace (X¯, d¯) of (Xˆ, dˆ) containing a(X), and this sub-
space depends—up to isometry—only on (X, d) because the map
X¯Q RX : x¯W (hx¯ : XQ R : xW d¯(a(x), x¯))
necessarily identifies X¯ isometrically with the tight span T(X, d), that is, the
set
T(X, d) :={f ¥ RX : f(x)=sup(d(x, y)−f(y) : y ¥X) for all x ¥X}
endowed with the metric induced on T(X, d) by the sup norm
||f||sup=sup {|f(x)| : x ¥X}
while it identifies X with the set
{hx : XQ R : yW d(y, x) : x ¥X}
and, hence, with the subset
T0(X, d) :={f ¥ T(X, d) : 0 ¥ f(X)}
of T(X, d).
Remark 1.1. The isometric embedding of X into RX induced by that of
T(X, d) has, of course, been well known for a long time and was studied
for instance by Kuratowski.
In [13], Isbell’s construction was rediscovered in the context of a
thorough investigation of tree-like metrics, that is, of metric subspaces of
R-trees. There, it was observed that
(i) such subspaces are characterized by the so-called 4-point condi-
tion i.e., the condition already considered in this context in [11, 48, 52]
that asserts that—with xy :=d(x, y) for all x, y ¥X—the inequality
xy+uv [max(xu+yv, xv+yu)
holds for all x, y, u, v ¥X, and that
(ii) the (complete) R-trees are exactly the injective metric spaces
amongst all tree-like metric spaces.
In addition, it was observed that
(iii) T(X, d) is a tight extension of X, i.e., every non-expansive map
a : T(X, d)QXŒ of T(X, d) into another metric space (XŒ, dŒ) that induces
an isometric embedding X+XŒ : xW a(hx) of X into XŒ when ‘‘restricted’’
to X, must be an isometric embedding of T(X, d) into XŒ to begin with,
and that
(iv) T(X, d) is—up to canonical embedding—the unique ‘‘largest’’
tight extension of X; i.e., every other tight extension, a : (X, d)+ (XŒ, dŒ)
of X gives rise to a (canonical) isometric embedding
XŒ+ T(X, d) : xŒW (hxŒ : XQ RX : xŒW dŒ(xŒ, a(x))).
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These observations led to the expectation that the tight-span construction
as defined above might be helpful in phylogenetic analysis. Here, one is
given a table of data relating to a given collection X of species. Ideally, one
would like to derive from this, for any two species x, y from X, the
approximate number t(x, y) of, say, millions of years that have elapsed
since these two species diverged. This is the time at which the last common
ancestor of x and y ceased to exist.
However, all that can be derived safely from the given table of data is an
approximate measure d(x, y) for the genetic distance of x and y, e.g., the
number (or the weighted sum, or weighted and statistically ‘‘corrected’’
sum) of mutations necessary to transform a certain gene (or family of
genes) of x into the corresponding gene (or family of genes) of y. And all
one can hope for, therefore, is that this measure d would at least allow one
to construct an R-tree (X¯, d¯) together with a map a : XQ X¯ with
d(x, y)=d¯(a(x), a(y)) for all x, y ¥X so that this R-tree would correctly
represent the phylogenetic bifurcating history of the collection of species
under consideration. And, as we have recalled just above, this—in
turn—would require d to satisfy the 4-point condition in which case the
phylogenetic tree (X¯, d¯) one wants to construct would just be the tight span
T(X, d) introduced above.
Now, attractive as this stratagem might seem, with biological data it is
obvious that even this is too much to hope for: The 4-point condition
implies (and actually, is equivalent to) the assertion that the two larger ones
of the three distance sums xy+uv, xu+yv, and xv+yu must coincide for
any four species x, y, u, v. This in turn clearly implies that even the slightest
perturbation of a tree-like metric d will almost inevitably lead to a metric dŒ
that is not tree-like anymore.
The standard pragmatic approach has been to ignore this problem by
using a tree building heuristic to construct some ‘‘approximating tree,’’ or a
tree that ‘‘best’’ fits (according to some criterion) the data. Popular
examples of approaches that just construct some approximating tree are
UPGMA [50] (see also [49, 53, pp. 486–487]) and Neighbor Joining [47]
(see also [53, pp. 486–490]). Examples of heuristical methods that search
for a ‘‘best’’ fitting tree are the so-called Fitch-Margoliash method [27]
(see also [53, pp. 448–451]) and the ‘‘minimal evolution method’’ [46] (see
also [53, pp. 451–452]). Because of the super exponential number of
potential trees that need to be considered, many such heuristics make local
searches only. Thus, the criterion is only tested on some subset of all pos-
sible trees. Consequently, the method might overlook some of the best trees
under the criterion. A further weakness is that frequently there are many
alternate trees that fit the data almost equally well (or badly). These trees
may not only differ in the assignment of branch lengths, but often differ in
the tree topology, too, suggesting not only contradictory time scales, but
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also distinct evolutionary bifurcation patterns. In addition, the users of
these methods generally want to report only one possible tree, and some-
times will take a ‘‘consensus’’ tree from the various alternatives derived.
However, as there is no consistent way of deciding a consensus [1, 9, 10,
29, 40, 54], this approach is somehow arbitrary. A further disadvantage is
that most methods do not report the extent to which the data do or do not
fit the tree, nor when a tree fit is inadequate.
It is exactly in this context where the tight-span construction offers itself
as a worthwhile alternative for phylogenetic analysis. One could compute
the full tight span T(X, d) of any one of the metrics d derived originally
from the data, rather than constructing just one of the many possible dis-
tinct trees that approximately reflect the given distance data. This approach
also avoids arousing the sentiment that it will be just that tree that one’s
algorithm has singled out that truly represents the evolutionary branching
pattern.
Indeed (see for instance [5, 12, 26, 37–39, 42, 45, 51, 53]), there is good
evidence to expect that the tight span, though not a tree itself, might still be
‘‘similar’’ enough to an actual tree so as to give some valuable clues
regarding the true clade structure of the species under consideration—
hopefully, just those clues that can be gathered safely from the given data.
In addition, one may also safely expect that the tight span’s departure
from tree-likeness will indicate phylogenetically questionable features of the
given data. It may suggest competing though phylogenetically incompatible
clades that need further investigation. It may also indicate total lack of
phylogenetic resolution that will require new data, or—at least—a refined
evaluation scheme of the given data.
In [4] (see also [22, 25]), a first attempt was presented to employ these
ideas and to develop a new analytical tool for phylogenetic investigation.
The resulting tool, dubbed split decomposition, is neither approximative nor
based on any heuristic procedures or computational/statistical models
regarding the evolutionary process, but rather adopts a phenomenological
point of view, presenting the data just ‘‘as they are.’’ In the mid nineties,
the split decomposition method was implemented in the program Splits-
Tree [31] by Daniel Huson; an example output from the program is given
in Fig. 1.
Here, we complement this approach by attacking the problem of com-
puting T(X, d) directly, rather than—as was done in [4]—deriving features
of that space which might be phylogenetically relevant. The investigations
that are presented in the present paper originated as follows:
In case we restrict our attention to the tight span of tree-like metrics, the
resulting R-trees had already been constructed in 1964 using the combina-
torial, graph theoretical methods introduced in [52] (see also [11, 48])
without any reference to the injective-hull construction (Isbell’s paper
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FIG. 1. An example of a SplitsTree that was generated from molecular sequence data.
This figure depicts the complex relationships between hepatitis C viruses taken from an
infected blood donor (represented by the nodes prefixed by 24) and hepatitis C viruses that
were subsequently taken from two recipients of the infected blood (represented by the nodes
prefixed by 77 and 204). Note that although the SplitsTree is quite ‘‘tree-like’’, it also contains
parallelogramms which represent irresolvable incompatibilities within the data. A full analysis
of this data set is presented in [2].
appeared in exactly the same year) or to R-trees (that probably were not
even defined in 1964).
That both constructions led to the ‘‘same’’ tree had for a long time been
considered as a perfectly obvious and almost negligible fact, being a
straight forward consequence of some well known and easily established
facts regarding various possibilities of characterizing tree isomorphism
classes in terms of simple combinatorial ‘‘tree invariants’’—something not
worth being particularly emphasized at all.
However, it then occurred to us just a few years ago that in spite of the
apparent triviality of this isomorphism result, it might still be worthwhile
to construct explicitly defined maps identifying the tight span of tree-like
metrics with the trees constructed according to the methods from [11, 48,
52]. We wondered whether this might provide means to actually ‘‘com-
pute’’ the tight span for a much larger class of metrics.
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The present paper now—in conjunction with [15–19, 21]—describes the
results of the ensuing investigations: It characterizes exactly the rather large
class of metrics whose tight span happens to be canonically isomorphic to a
certain space that we came to call the Buneman complex and that can be
computed from a given metric using (an appropriate generalization of) the
predominantly combinatorial methods introduced in particular by Peter
Buneman in [11].
The paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we shortly review
some aspects of the history of systematic taxonomy. Then, we introduce
some notations and definitions, and we state the main result. In Section 4,
we recall further definitions and results from [16, 17]. In Sections 5 and 6,
we discuss some important special cases. In Section 7, we derive the deci-
sive Theorems 7.1 and 7.3, on which the proof of the main result in the last
section will be based.
2. A BRIEF HISTORY OF SYSTEMATIC TAXONOMY
Today, the goal of systematic taxonomy is to derive a complete, consis-
tent and, hopefully, true picture of the evolutionary branching process that
produced a class of present—and, sometimes also some extinct—species
from their last common ancestor, e.g., the evolution of all the various
forms of tetrapods from the first amphibia-like beings crawling out of the
sea around 400 million years ago.
The first such phylogenetic tree was constructed in 1866 (see Fig. 2)
by the German biologist Ernst Haeckel (1834–1919)—the most ardent
supporter of Darwin in that time in Germany—just seven years after
the publication, in 1859, of Charles Darwin’s (1809–1882) ‘‘The Origin of
Species.’’1 While Darwin never attempted to construct phylogenetic trees
1 Or, more correctly, ‘‘On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection, or the
Preservation of Favoured Races in the Struggle for Life.’’
explicitly (even though he was, of course, fully aware that his theory
implies the existence of such a tree and remarked, ‘‘As we have no record
of the lines of descent, the pedigree can be discovered only by observing the
degrees of resemblance between the beings which are to be classed’’), it was
not too difficult for Ernst Haeckel to design his tree. All he had to do was
to give a Darwinian dynamic interpretation of the static Linnaean system.
Carolus Linnaeus (1707–1778) had become famous very early in his life
for his analysis of gender in plants, thus recognizing an amazing univer-
sality of certain basic laws of life in the then known living world. In his
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FIGURE 2
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‘‘Systema Naturae, Sive Regna Tria Naturae Systematice Proposita,’’2
2 The System of Nature, or the Three Kingdoms of Nature Presented Systematically
published in 1735 in Leiden, Linnaeus followed the most rigorous scientific
traditions of his time. These had been established by John Ray (1628–1705)
in his writings since 1660, culminating in his ‘‘Methodus Plantorum Nova’’
from 1682 and his postumously published ‘‘Synopsis Avium et Piscium’’
from 1713. John Ray was probably the first scientist to recognize and to
conceptualize the invariance of species as the fundamental basis of life
science.
These ideas quickly spread across Europe. In addition to—and even
earlier than—Linnaeus, they were taken up by scientists like August
Quirinus Rivinus (1652–1723) in Germany and Joseph Pitton de Tourne-
fort (1656–1708) in France. Following John Ray’s insights, Linnaeus con-
structed a whole binary hierarchy of phyla, genera, families, subfamilies,
etc., to classify biological species according to their intrinsic similarities.
Yet, like Ray, Linnaeus insisted that the living world (except for a few
species doomed by the great deluge and documented in the fossil record)
had been created in that very order in which it presents itself to us today
and that the task of taxonomy was to search for a ‘‘natural system’’ that
would reflect the Divine Order of creation. Darwin’s ideas made it possible
to reinterpret Linnaeus’ classes as clades, i.e., as collections of all those
species derived from one common ancestor. Thus, the static Linnaean
system could immediately be transformed into Haeckel’s dynamic tree.
However, there are always many details in such trees that are hotly
debated, and the evidence that can be used for tree (re)construction is often
scarce, inconsistent, and contradictory. For instance, it is not yet fully
known whether the Monotremata—the Australian duck-billed platypus and
the spiny anteaters (Echidna aculeata and Echidna bruynii)—are more
closely related to the Marsupalia (opossums, kangaroos, etc.) than to us
(the placental mammals or Eutheria) or whether, the third alternative, the
placental mammals and the Marsupalia are more closely related to each
other than both are to the platypus and the echidnas. And even less clear
are at present the phylogenetic relationships among the various groups of
placental mammals (cf. [43] and also http://phylogeny.arizona.edu/tree
for fascinating up to date information regarding the present view of
Haeckel’s ‘‘Tree of Life,’’ or just visit the American Museum of Natural
History in New York where all of the fourth floor has been devoted to
actually spreading out on the floor our present version of that tree).
Consequently, biologists have always been looking for further evidence
—in addition to morphological evidence, from all parts of the organism
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in all stages of its development, and metabolic peculiarities—on which
phylogenetic conclusions could be based. So, when the amino-acid sequen-
ces of closely related proteins from distinct species (and encoded by related
though not identical genes all supposedly derived from one common ances-
tral gene by accumulating successive mutations) became known in suffi-
cient abundance in the late sixties, some biologists realized quickly that
such documents of molecular evolution might provide the most convincing
evidence on which to build phylogenetic trees.
The apparently purely mathematical ideas, constructions, definitions,
and results presented below have all been developed to support exactly this
quest while simultaneously avoiding the pitfalls of the standard approach of
searching just for the (next) best fitting tree discussed in the introduction.
3. NOTATIONS, DEFINITIONS, AND RESULTS
Given a finite set X, put Pg(X) :={A ıX :” ] A ]X}, put
Pg(X, x) :={A ¥Pg(X) : x ¥ A}
for every x ¥X, and consider the map
L : RP
g(X)
Q RX : mW (fm : XQ R : xW C
A ¥Pg(X, x)
m(A)).
Now, given a metric d : X×XQ R, put xy :=d(x, y) for all x, y ¥X, for
all A, B ¥Pg(X) with A 5 B=”, put
a{A, B}=ad({A, B})=
1
2
min
a, aŒ ¥ A b, bŒ ¥ B
Rmax ˛ab+aŒbŒabŒ+aŒb
aaŒ+bbŒ
ˇ−aaŒ−bbŒS ,
and consider the hypercube
H(X, d) :={m : Pg(X)Q R \ 0 : m(A)+m(B)=a{A, B} for all A, B ¥Pg(X)
with A 2 B=X and A 5 B=”}
and its subcomplex
B(X, d) :={m ¥H(X, d) : m(A), m(B) ] 0 and A 2 B=X
implies A 5 B=” for all A, B ¥Pg(X)}.
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It follows from [4, Theorems 2 and 6] combined with [16, Theorem 1]
that
C
x ¥ A ıX−{y}
ad({A, X−A}) [ xy
holds for all x, y ¥X while equality holds for all x, y ¥X if and only if
L(m) is an element of
P(d)=P(X, d) :={f ¥ RX : f(x)+f(y) \ xy for all x, y ¥X}
for all m ¥H(X, d) if and only if d satisfies the following 5-point condition:
a{{t, u}, {v, w}} [ a{{t, x}, {v, w}}+a{{t, u}, {v, x}} for all t, u, v, w, x ¥X,
in which case we have
T(d) :=T(X, d)
={f ¥ P(X, d) : f(x)=max(xy−f(y) : y ¥X)}
ı L(H(X, d))
as well as L−1(T(d))=B(X, d). So—in particular—L induces a surjection
of B(X, d) onto T(d).
In this paper, we prove the following extension of this result:
Theorem 3.1. The map L induces a bijection L¯ between B(X, d) and
T(X, d) if and only if d satisfies the above 5-point condition and, in addition,
the following 6-point condition:
• For every subset Y of X of cardinality 6, there exists a pair a, b ¥ Y
of distinct elements such that
ab+xy [max(ax+by, ay+bx)
holds for all x, y ¥ Y−{a, b} (and hence for all x, y ¥ Y),
in which case L is a cell complex isomorphism once we endow B(X, d) and
T(d) with the cell complex structure inherited from that of the convex poly-
topes H(X, d) and P(d), respectively, and a non-expanding map from
B(X, d) ı RP
g(X) endowed with the induced l1-metric to T(d) scaled by 1/2.
As we shall see in the final section, this result allows us to compute
Isbell’s injective hull of (X, d) when d simultaneously satisfies the 5- and
6-point conditions given above, in which case we will call d a totally split-
decomposable octahedral-free metric, or a consistent metric, for short.
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Even though the above results may appear to be rather special, depend-
ing strongly on the above 5- and 6-point conditions, they apply in some
way to all metrics since, given any metric d defined on X, there is always
(cf. [3]) a unique maximal submetric dsplit of d among all submetrics dŒ of d
that satisfy the above 5-point condition as well as the following two condi-
tions:
• dœ :=d−dŒ : X×XQ R : (x, y)W d(x, y)−dŒ(x, y) is also a
metric,
• every f in P(X, d) is of the form fŒ+fœ for some fŒ ¥ P(X, dŒ)
and some fœ ¥ P(X, dœ).
Equivalently, dsplit can be defined explicitly by
dsplit(x, y) := C
x ¥ A ıX−{y}
ad({A, X−A}) (x, y ¥X).
Moreover, in most practical cases arising in phylogenetic analysis (cf. [5,
12, 22, 26, 31, 45, 51]) where—as discussed above—d is defined in terms of
species specific data and assumed to represent something like a genetic dis-
tance between any two species, the associated metric dsplit has so far almost
always been found to satisfy the above 6-point condition, too. Even if this
is not the case, the surjectivity result quoted above already gives us a lot of
information about T(X, dsplit) while, in addition, it is always easy to con-
struct large submetrics of dsplit that will also satisfy that 6-point condition.
It is also worth noting that the SplitsTree program mentioned above
analyses exactly this metric dsplit and that its graphical output can be
viewed as a two-dimensional projection of the space T(X, dsplit). It was one
important motivation for the research presented in this paper to develop
tools also for studying the relationship between the (generally rather high-
dimensional) space T(X, dsplit) and its two-dimensional projection as con-
structed by SplitsTree. These applications of the present paper will be pre-
sented in a separate paper.
4. SPLIT SYSTEMS AND THE BUNEMAN COMPLEX
In order to prove Theorem 3.1, it is necessary to study certain complexes
that can be directly related to the metric dsplit described above. In this
section, we introduce these complexes and study how they relate to one
another.
Define a split S={A, B} of a finite set X to be a bipartition of X into
two non-empty parts A, B, considered as a subset of Pg(X). For every such
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split S={A, B} and every x ¥X, let S(x) denote that set in {A, B} that
contains x. With A¯ denoting the complement X−A of any subset A of X,
we put S¯(x)=S(x) (so that S={S(x), S¯(x)} holds for every split S and
every x ¥X). Let S(X) denote the set of all splits of X, and call any
collectionS of splits contained inS(X) a split system (defined on X).
Now, letS ıS(X) denote an arbitrary split system, and define
0S :={A ıX : A ¥ S for some S ¥S},
S(x) :={S(x) : S ¥S} (x ¥X),
and
F(S) :=R 0S;
more generally, given any system A of subsets of a set C, we adopt the
notation 4A :=4A ¥A A and 1A :=1A ¥A A.
The Buneman Complex B(S). For x ¥X and m ¥ F(S), let
supp(m) :={A ¥ 0S : m(A) ] 0}
denote the support of m, and let
supp(m; x) :={S(x) : S ¥S and S(x) ¥ supp(m)}
denote the intersection of supp(m) with S(x). Further, for any subset
F ı1S, put
m(F) := C
A ¥F
m(A)
so that, in particular, for any S :={A, A¯} inS, we have
m(S)=m(A)+m(A¯).
Define the #1S-dimensional convex polytope
P(S) :={m ¥ F(S) : m(S)\ 1 for all S ¥S and m(A)\ 0 for all A ¥ 0S},
and note that the union of its compact faces coincides with the
#S-dimensional hypercube
H(S) :={m ¥ P(S) : m(S)=1 for all S ¥S}.
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The Buneman complex B(S) is the subcomplex of H(S) given by
B(S) :={m ¥H(S) : A, B ¥ supp(m) & A 2 B=X 2 {A, B} ¥S},
and the T-complex T(S) is the subcomplex of H(S) defined by
T(S) :={m ¥H(S) :F ı supp(m) and 0F=X 2 3F=”}
={m ¥H(S) : X ] 0 supp(m; x) for all x ¥X}.
We say that a pair of splits S1, S2 ¥S(X) is compatible if there exist
A1 ¥ S1 and A2 ¥ S2 with A1 2 A2=X. Two splits are incompatible if they
are not compatible. A split system S is called incompatible if every pair of
distinct splits in S is incompatible. It is called weakly compatible if there
exist no four points x0, x1, x2, x3 ¥X and three splits S1, S2, S3 ¥S with
‘‘Si(x0)=Si(xj). i=j’’ for all i, j ¥ {1, 2, 3} (cf. [4]). An equivalent
definition of weak compatibility is that the cluster system {S¯(x) : S ¥S} is
a weak hierarchy (cf. [4, Lemma 5, 6]) for any x ¥X; that is, for any x ¥X
and any three splits S1, S2, S3 ¥S, we have
S¯1(x) 5 S¯2(x) 5 S¯3(x) ¥ {S¯1(x) 5 S¯2(x), S¯2(x) 5 S¯3(x), S¯3(x) 5 S¯1(x)}.
In [16], we observed the following simple facts:
(a) T(S) ı B(S) ıH(S).
(b) IfS is weakly compatible, then T(S)=B(S).
(c) IfS is incompatible, then B(S)=H(S).
(d) A face of H(S) belongs to B(S) if (and only if) all of its vertices
belong to B(S).
(e) The 1-skeleton of B(S) is isomorphic to the Buneman graph
associated to S, as defined in [7] (see also [8, 15–17] for more details on
the Buneman graph).
(f) SŒ ıS implies that the restriction map H(S)QH(SŒ) maps
B(S) surjectively onto B(SŒ).
The Tight-Span T(da). For any S ¥S(X), we define its associated split
metric dS by
dS : X×XQ {0, 1} : d(x, y)=dS(x, y) :=˛1 if S(x) ] S(y),
0 else,
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and for any map a :S(X)Q R \ 0, we define a metric da on X by
da : X×XQ R : xy=da(x, y) := C
S ¥S(X)
a(S) dS(x, y).
Associated to da, we have the unbounded convex polytope
P(da)={f ¥ RX : f(x)+f(y) \ da(x, y) for all x, y ¥X}
and its subset
T(da)={f ¥ RX : f(x)=sup(da(x, y)−f(y) : y ¥X) for all x ¥X},
as defined above. Moreover, it has been observed in [14] that the injective
hull T(d)={f ¥ P(d) : f(x)=sup(d(x, y)−f(y) : y ¥X)} of any finite
metric space (X, d), coincides with the union of the compact faces of P(d)
and, hence, with the set
{f ¥ P(d) : for every x ¥X, there exists some y ¥X such that
f(x)+f(y)=d(x, y)}.
The Map l. We now define a map l=la that provides the tool for relat-
ing the Buneman complex B(S) of S :=supp(a) :={S ¥S(X) : a(S) ] 0}
with T(da). Put
l=la : F(S) Q RX :
mW (fm=f
a
m : XQ R : xW fm(x) := C
S ¥S
a(S) m(S(x))).
Note that l=L pYa, with Ya : F(S)Q RP
g(X) defined by
Ya(m) : Pg(X)Q R : AW ˛0 if {A, A¯} ¨S,
a({A, A¯}) m(A) else,
for every m ¥ F(S) and L as given above.
In [17], we established the following properties of l in the special case
where a(S) ¥ {0, 1} holds for all S ¥S(X):
(i) l is R-linear and maps P(S) affinely into P(da).
(ii) T(S)=l−1(T(da)) 5 P(S)=l−1(T(da)) 5H(S).
(iii) l maps T(S) surjectively onto T(da) if and only if S is weakly
compatible.
(iv) l maps B(S) surjectively onto T(da) if and only if S is weakly
compatible.
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However, it is easy to check that the arguments given in [17] generalize
immediately to yield these results for arbitrary maps a :S(X)Q R \ 0.
Note also that Ya : F(S)Q RP
g(X) induces bijections H(S)QH(X, da)
and B(S)Q B(X, da) provided that one has ada ({A, B})=a({A, B}) for
every split {A, B} in S and ada ({A, B})=0 for all splits {A, B} ¥S(X)
−S which in turn is well known to hold if and only if S is weakly compa-
tible (cf. [4]).
5. STRICTLY CIRCULAR SPLIT SYSTEMS
In this section, we see that, for a special class of weakly compatible split
systems S ıS(X), the map l¯=la |T(S) induces a bijection from T(S)=
B(S) onto T(da), for every map a :S(X)Q R \ 0 with supp(a)=S.
Suppose that S ıS(X) is a split system and put t :=#S. We call S
strictly circular, if there exists a partition X=X1 2˙ · · · 2˙X2t of X into 2t
nonempty subsets Xi, 1 [ i [ 2t such that
S={{Xi 2˙ · · · 2˙Xi+t−1 , Xi+t 2˙Xi+t+1 2˙ · · · 2˙Xi−1} : 1 [ i [ t}.
Such split systems were studied in [41]. Note that a strictly circular split
system S ıS(X) is simultaneously incompatible and weakly compatible3.
3 Actually, it is quite easy to see that a split system is strictly circular if and only if it is
incompatible and ‘‘circular,’’ as defined in [4].
Hence, we have T(S)=B(S)=H(S) by Properties (b) and (c) of Section
4, and the restriction l¯ :=la |T(S) : T(S)Q T(da) is surjective in this case
for every map a :S(X)Q R \ 0 with S=supp(a) in view of Property (iii)
of the map l=la given in Section 4.
Proposition 5.1. Suppose that S ıS(X) is a strictly circular split
system and that a :S(X)Q R \ 0 is a map with supp(a)=S. Then the map
l¯=la |T(S) : T(S)Q T(da)
is injective.
Proof. Consider two maps m and mŒ in T(S) with l¯(m)=l¯(mŒ). We
have to show that m(Sj(x))=mŒ(Sj(x)) holds for all x ¥X and S ¥S. Put
t :=#S. Since S is strictly circular by assumption, there exists that parti-
tion X=X1 2˙ · · · 2˙X2t of X into 2t nonempty subsets Xi, 1 [ i [ 2t, such
that
S={Si :={Xi 2˙Xi+1... 2˙Xi+t−1 , Xi+t 2˙ ... 2˙Xi−2 2˙Xi−1} :
for all i=1, ..., t}.
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Without loss of generality, we may assume X={x1, ..., x2t}, Xi={xi} for
all 1 [ i [ 2t, x :=x1, and S=S1. Note that we have m(S1(x1))+m(S1(x2t))
=1=mŒ(S1(x1))+mŒ(S1(x2t)), and that for all 2 [ i [ t, we have
x1, x2t ¨ Si(xi) which, in turn, implies that
m(Si(x1))=m(Si(x2t))=1−m(Si(xi))
must hold for i=2, ..., t and, hence,
fm(x1)=C
t
i=1
a(Si) m(Si(x1))=a(S1) m(S1(x1))+C
t
i=2
a(Si)− C
t
i=2
a(Si) m(Si(xi))
follows. Similarly, we obtain
fmŒ(x1)=a(S1) mŒ(S1(x1))+C
t
i=2
a(Si)− C
t
i=2
a(Si) mŒ(Si(xi)).
Yet, as l(m)=l(mŒ) by assumption, we have fm(x1)=fmŒ(x1) and therefore
a(S1)(m(S1(x1))−mŒ(S1(x1)))=C
t
i=2
a(Si)(m(Si(xi))−mŒ(Si(xi))).
Similarly, computing fm(x2t) and fmŒ(x2t) instead of fm(x1) and fmŒ(x1)
yields also
a(S1)(m(S1(x2t))−mŒ(S1(x2t)))=C
t
i=2
a(Si)(m(Si(xi))−mŒ(Si(xi)))
=a(S1)(m(S1(x1))−mŒ(S1(x1))).
However,
m(S1(x1))+m(S1(x2t))=1=mŒ(S1(x1))+mŒ(S1(x2t))
also yields
m(S1(x2t))−mŒ(S1(x2t))=−(m(S1(x1))−mŒ(S1(x1))).
So, we must have
m(S1(x1))=mŒ(S1(x1)),
as claimed. L
In view of the discussion preceding this proposition, we immediately
obtain the following corollary using Property (iv) of the map l, given in
Section 4:
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Corollary 5.2. If S ıS(X) is a strictly circular split system and if
a :S(X)Q R \ 0 is a map with supp(a)=S, then l¯=la |T(S) induces a
bijection from T(S)=B(S)=H(S) onto T(da).
6. A NECESSARY CONDITION FOR l TO EMBED
T(S) INJECTIVELY INTO T(Da)
We now give a necessary condition regarding the support S=supp(a)
of an arbitrary map a :S(X)Q R \ 0 for the map l¯ :=la |T(S) : T(S)Q
T(da) to be injective. Consider the set
K(S) :={m ¥H(S) : there exist no four sets A1, A2, A3, A4 ¥ supp(m)
with Ai 2 Aj ]X for all i ] j in {1, 2, 3, 4} and Ai 2 Aj 2 Ak=X
for all 3-subsets {i, j, k} of {1, 2, 3, 4}}.
Proposition 6.1. Let S ıS(X) be a split system and a :S(X)Q R \ 0
a map with supp(a)=S. If l¯ :=la |T(S) : T(S)Q T(da) is injective, then
T(S) ıK(S).
Proof. Assume t :=#S and S={Si : 1 [ i [ t}. Suppose that l¯ is
injective but that T(S) łK(S). Then there exists some m ¥ T(S) together
with four sets Ai ¥ supp(m) (i=1, 2, 3, 4) with Ai 2 Aj ]X for all i ] j in
{1, 2, 3, 4} and Ai 2 Aj 2 Ak=X for every 3-subset {i, j, k} ı {1, 2, 3, 4}.
Note that our assumptions imply that Aj ] Ai and Aj ] Ai for all i ] j in
{1, 2, 3, 4}. Hence, after relabeling the splits in S if necessary, we can
assume without loss of generality that Ai ¥ Si (1 [ i [ 4) holds.
Take some x1 ¥ A1 5 A2. Then, since A1 5 A2 5 A3=” and A1 5 A2 5
A4=”, we immediately see that x1 ¥ A3 and x1 ¥ A4 and, hence,
A1=S1(x1), A2=S2(x1), A3=S3(x1), and A4=S4(x1)
must hold. Since m(Ai) > 0 for all 1 [ i [ 4, by assumption, we can choose
some E > 0 with m(Ai)− E/a(Si) > 0 for i=1, 2, 3, 4. For SŒ :={S1, S2,
S3, S4} andAŒ :={A1, A2, A3, A4} consider the map
m1 : 0SŒQ R
m1(A) :=˛m(A)− E/a({A, A¯}) if A ¥AŒ,
m(A)+E/a({A, A¯}) if A ¥ 0SŒ−AŒ.
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For all i ¥ {1, 2, 3, 4}, we clearly have
m(Si(x1)) ] m1(Si(x1)).
Note also that for any i=1, ..., 4, we have
m1(Si(x1))+m1(Si(x1))=1
as well as
0 < m1(Si(x1)) < 1.
Now, using the fact that, by assumption, Ai 2 Aj 2 Ak=X holds for every
3-subset {i, j, k} ı {1, ..., 4}, the assumption m ¥ T(S) together with the
definition of T(S) implies that Ai 5 Aj 5 Ak=” must hold for all {i, j, k}
as above. This makes it easy to check that #{i ¥ {1, 2, 3, 4} : x ¥ Ai}=2
and, hence,
C
4
i=1
a(Si) m1(Si(x))=C
4
i=1
a(Si) m(Si(x))
holds for any x ¥X.
Now, extend m1 to the map
m −1 : 0SQ R
m −1(A) :=˛m1(A) if A ¥ 0SŒ,
m(A) else.
Clearly, we have m ] m −1 ¥H(S). However, we have fm
1
Œ=fm ¥ T(da) since,
for any x ¥X, the above observations imply
fm(x)=C
t
i=1
a(Si) m(Si(x))
=C
t
i=5
a(Si) m(Si(x))+C
4
i=1
a(Si) m(Si(x))
=C
t
i=5
a(Si) m(Si(x))+C
4
i=1
a(Si) m1(Si(x))
=C
t
i=1
m −1(Si(x))
=fm
1
Œ(x).
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FIG. 3. The four splits, defined on the set X of vertices of the octahedron above by parti-
tioning X in all possible ways into the disjoint union of two 3-subsets forming the vertices of
two parallel equilateral triangles, form the paradigm of an octahedral split system.
As this implies m −1 ¥H(S) 5 l−1(T(da))=T(S) in view of Property (ii) in
Section 4, it clearly contradicts the assumed injectivity of l¯. Thus,
T(S) ıK(S) must hold, as required. L
7. OCTAHEDRAL-FREE SPLIT SYSTEMS
We now give a sufficient condition regarding the supportS=supp(a) of
an arbitrary map a :S(X)Q R \ 0 for the map l¯ :=la |T(S) : T(S)Q T(da)
to be injective.4 In order to do this, we introduce an additional concept for
4 At this point in time, we do not know any interesting sufficient conditions on an arbitrary
split system S ıS(X) for the map l|T(S) to be injective: For example, if S consists of the
three splits of the vertices X of the 3-cube induced by removing any of the three families of
parallel edges, then T(S)={mx | x ¥X} where mx : 1SQ R is defined by
mx : 1SQ R : AQ ˛0 if x ¥ A,
1 else.
So l|T(S) : T(S)Q T(da) is injective even though S is not weakly compatible. Clearly, we
have K(S)=H(S) in this case.
split systems: A split system S={Si : 1 [ i [ 4} ıS(X) is defined to be
octahedral (see Fig. 3) if there exists a partition X=X1 2˙ · · · 2˙X6 of X
into six nonempty subsets Xi, 1 [ i [ 6, with
S1={X1 2˙X2 2˙X3 , X4 2˙X5 2˙X6}, S2={X2 2˙X3 2˙X4 , X5 2˙X6 2˙X1},
S3={X3 2˙X4 2˙X5 , X6 2˙X1 2˙X2}, S4={X1 2˙X3 2˙X5 , X2 2˙X4 2˙X6}.
(1)
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We call S octahedral free if S does not contain an octahedral split system.
Clearly, we have K(S)=H(S) if and only if S is octahedral free. In
addition, it follows from [41, Satz 3.7] that an incompatible, yet weakly
compatible split system S ıS(X) is octahedral free if and only if
S1(x) 5 S2(x) ] S3(x) 5 S4(x) holds for all x ¥X and all splits S1, S2, S3, S4
¥S (see also [18] for a proof of this and related facts).
Now, for any S ıS(X) and any map m ¥ B(S), consider the split
system
S(m) :={{A, B} ¥S : m(A), m(B) ] 0}={S ¥S : S ı supp(m)}.
Then any two distinct splits Si :={Ai, Ai} ¥S(m) (i=1, 2) are incom-
patible: Otherwise, we would have A1 5 A2=”, say, and therefore
A1 2 A2=X. Since A1 and A2 are sets in supp(m) and m ¥ B(S), this
implies A1 5 A2=” and therefore A2=A1, contradicting the assumption
S1 ] S2.
Theorem 7.1. Let S ıS(X) be a weakly compatible split system, and
consider a map a :S(X)Q R \ 0 with supp(a)=S together with the asso-
ciated linear map l=la from F(S) into RX. Then, the following three
assertions are equivalent:
(i) S is octahedral free.
(ii) l¯ :=l|T(S)=l|B(S) : T(S)=B(S)Q T(da) is injective.
(iii) T(S) ıK(S).
Proof. (i)S (ii). Suppose that S is octahedral free but that l¯ is not
injective, that is, there exist distinct maps m1 and m2 in T(S) with
l(m1)=l(m2). Consider the map m :=(m1+m2)/2. Then m ¥H(S), and—
since l is R-linear—we have
l(m)=12 (l(m1)+l(m2))=l(m1) ¥ T(da)
and, therefore, m ¥ T(S), since T(S)=l−1(T(da)) 5H(S) by Property (ii)
of the map l given in Section 4.
Now, consider the split systems
Sg=Sg(m) :={S ¥S : there exists A ¥ S with m(A)=0}
ı {S ¥S : m1 |S=m2 |S}
and
SŒ=SŒ(m) :={{ A, B} ¥S : m(A), m(B) ] 0}
` {S ¥S : m1 |S ] m2 |S},
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and put ag=a|Sg and aŒ=a|SŒ. Clearly, we have S=SŒ 2˙ Sg as well as
lag(m1 |1Sg)=lag(m2 |1Sg). Now, assume SŒ ]”. By the remark preceding
this proposition, SŒ is incompatible and, since S is weakly compatible, SŒ
is also weakly compatible. So, we have T(SŒ)=B(SŒ)=H(SŒ) and
{m −1 :=m1 |0SŒ, m
−
2 :=m2 |0SŒ} ı T(SŒ),
as well as m −1 ] m −2 and
laŒ(m
−
1)=l(m1)−lag(m1 |0Sg)=l(m2)−lag(m2 |0Sg)=laŒ(m
−
2).
According to Proposition 5.1, this implies that SŒ cannot be strictly cir-
cular. However, according to [41, Satz 3.7] (see also [18]), every incom-
patible, yet weakly compatible split system is either strictly circular or
octahedral. So, SŒ must be an octahedral split system. Clearly, this con-
tradicts the assumption thatS is octahedral free.
(ii)S (iii). See Proposition 6.1.
(iii)S (i). Suppose—to the contrary—that T(S) ıK(S) holds but
that S is not octahedral free, that is, there exists an octahedral subset
SŒ :={S1, S2, S3, S4} contained in S. Let X=X1 2˙ · · · 2˙X6 be the corre-
sponding partition of X into six nonempty subsets Xi, 1 [ i [ 6, such that
S1, S2, S3, S4 satisfy Eq. (1). Note that any octahedral split system is weakly
compatible as well as incompatible.
Note also that, according to Property (f) from Section 4, the restriction
map
c : H(S)QH(SŒ)
maps T(S)=B(S) surjectively onto B(SŒ). Since T(S) is assumed to be
a subset of K(S) and the restriction c|K(S) : K(S)QH(SŒ) clearly maps
K(S) into K(SŒ), we must have B(SŒ) ıK(SŒ).
However, we also have B(SŒ) łK(SŒ), which is clearly a contradiction:
For every 1 [ i [ 6, choose some xi ¥Xi, put
A :={S1(x1), S2(x2), S3(x3), S4(x4)},
(cf. Fig. 3) and consider the map
m :0SŒQ {0, 1} : AW ˛1 if A ¥A,
0 else.
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Clearly, m ¥H(SŒ). Since SŒ is weakly compatible and incompatible, Pro-
perty (c) from Section 4 gives m ¥ B(SŒ). Yet, m ¨K(SŒ) since the incom-
patibility of SŒ implies that the union of any two distinct sets in A is not
equal to X, and it is easy to see that—by construction—the union of any
three distinct sets inA equals X. Hence, B(SŒ) łK(SŒ), as claimed. L
As we shall see in Section 8, the following consequence of Theorem 7.1
provides us with the key for proving Theorem 3.1:
Theorem 7.2. IfS ıS(X) is a split system and a :S(X)Q R \ 0 a map
with supp(a)=S, then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) S is weakly compatible and octahedral-free.
(ii) l=la induces a bijective map l¯=la |T(S) : T(S)Q T(da).
(iii) l induces a bijective map la |B(S) : B(S)Q T(da).
Finally, we relate the cell complex structure of B(S) and T(da). In [19],
the following result has been established:
Theorem A. Let V and VŒ be finite dimensional real vector spaces, and
let P ı V and PŒ ı VŒ be convex polytopes. Moreover, let f : VŒQ V be
some affine map with f(PŒ) ı P, and let T be a union of faces of P. Then the
following statements hold for TŒ :=f−1(T) 5 PŒ:
(i) TŒ is a union faces of PŒ.
(ii) If f maps TŒ bijectively onto T, then f maps every face of PŒ con-
tained in TŒ bijectively onto a face of P contained in T.
Now, note that B(S) and T(da) inherit a cell-complex structure from
that of the convex polytopes H(S) and P(da), respectively. Hence, by
combining Theorem A and Theorem 7.2, we immediately obtain the
following:
Theorem 7.3. If S ıS(X) is a weakly compatible, octahedral-free split
system and a :S(X)Q R \ 0 a map with supp(a)=S, then the bijection
l¯=la |T(S) from the cell complex T(S)=B(S) to the cell complex T(da)
given by Theorem 7.2 is a cell complex isomorphism, that is, l¯ maps every
face of H(S) that is contained in T(S) bijectively onto a face of P(da) that
is contained in T(da).
In particular, all compact faces of P(da), that is, all faces of P(da) con-
tained in T(da), must be hypercubes.
Proof. Put V :=RX, VŒ :=F(S), PŒ :=H(S), P :=P(da), f :=l=la
and T :=T(da) in Theorem A. Since S is weakly compatible and
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octahedral-free, the restriction map l|T(S) : T(S)Q T(da) is bijective.
Hence, the smallest face faceH(S)(m) in H(S) containing any given m
in T(S) is mapped bijectively onto the smallest face faceP(da)(l(m)) in
P(da)—and hence in T(da)—containing l(m), by Theorem A. Thus, l|T(S)
is a cell complex isomorphism from the cell complex B(S)=T(S) onto
the cell complex T(da), as required. L
8. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT
In this section, we first give a proof of Theorem 3.1, and then discuss the
application of this result to computing Isbell’s injective hull of consistent
metric spaces.
Let us start by recalling that, given a metric d : X×XQ R, the support
Sd :={S ¥S(X) : a(S) > 0} of the associated map
a=ad :S(X)Q R \ 0 : {A, B}W ad({A, B})
is always weakly compatible, that the metric dsplit mentioned in Section 3
coincides with the weighted sum da=;S ¥Sda(S) dS of the split metrics dS
associated with a, and that one has Sd=Sdsplit as well as B(Sd)=T(Sd) and
ad=adsplit . Thus, the map Ya : F(Sd)Q R
P
g(X) introduced above gives rise
to a bijection
Ya |B(Sd) : B(Sd)( B(X, d)=B(X, dsplit).
Moreover, it has been established in [4] that d satisfies the 5-point condi-
tion if and only if it coincides with dsplit.
In [21], it is shown that any metric d that satisfies the 5-point condition
also satisfies the 6-point condition if and only if Sd is octahedral free.
Hence, d is a consistent metric if and only if it coincides with dsplit and Sd is
octahedral free. Hence, Theorem 7.2 and the above discussion imply that d
is a consistent metric if and only if L|B(X, d) maps B(X, d) bijectively onto
T(d), and that, in this case, L|B(X, d) is also a cell complex isomorphism.
If d is a consistent metric, then it is easy to see that
L¯ :=L|B(X, d) : B(X, d)Q T(X, d)
is a non-expanding map from B(X, d) ı RP
g(X) endowed with the induced
l1-metric scaled by 1/2 to T(d): Indeed, given any elements m1, m2 ¥
B(X, d), we have
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||L(m1)−L(m2)||.=max 1 : C
S ¥S
(m1(S(x))−m2(S(x))): : x ¥X 2
=: C
S ¥S
(m1(S(xmax))−m2(S(xmax))) :
[ C
S ¥S
|m1(S(xmax))−m2(S(xmax))|
=12 C
A ¥ 2S
|m1(A)−m2(A)|
=12 C
A ¥Pg(X)
|m1(A)−m2(A)|
=12 · ||m1−m2 ||1,
where xmax ¥X is some element of X for which the maximum value of the
first expression is attained. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
However, it should be noted that L¯ is, in general, not an isometry even
though the map
i : X Q B(X, d)
xW (mx : Pg(X)Q R : AW ˛0 if x ¥ A,
a({A, A¯}) else,
2
embeds X non-expansively into B(X, d) endowed with the l1-metric in such
a way that L¯ restricted to i(X) is an isometry onto the image T0(X, dsplit) of
the canonical embedding of X into T(dsplit) and, hence, into T(d) if
d=dsplit holds, that is, if d satisfies the above 5-point condition.
For example, put X :={1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, S1 :={{1, 2, 3}, {4, 5, 6}},
S2 :={{2, 3, 4}, {5, 6, 1}}, S3 :={{3, 4, 5}, {6, 1, 2}}, S :={S1, S2, S3},
d :=dS and
m : Pg(X)Q R : AW ˛1, A ¥ {S1(1), S2(1)},1/3, A=S3(1),
2/3, A=S3(1),
0, else.
Then d is consistent (sinceS is octahedral-free and strictly circular and, hence,
weakly compatible so that S=Sd holds according to [4, Theorem 3]),
m and mŒ :=1−m both belong to B(X, d) (since—in view of the discussion
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preceding Proposition 5.1—we have H(X, dS)=B(X, dS) because S is
strictly circular) while it can be seen easily that
||L(m)−L(mŒ)||.=5/3 < 7/3=||m−mŒ||1
holds.
It is shown in [20] that, given a consistent metric d, the bijection L¯ is an
isometry if and only if B(X, d)—or, equivalently, T(X, d)—is of dimension 2,
an assertion that in turn is well known to hold if and only if Sd is
2-compatible, that is, if and only if Sd does not contain 3 pairwise incompa-
tible splits [24].
Remarkably, 2-compatible split systems have been investigated already
more than 20 years ago by Karzanov, Lomonosov, and Pevzner in the context
of multicommodity flow problems (see [35, 36, 44]). Lomonosov observed
that the maximal number karz2(n) of splits in any such split system defined on
an n-set X is bounded by n(1+2 log2 n) and Pevzner proved that this number
is actually bounded by 6n [44], thus establishing Karzanov’s conjecture that
karz2(n) grows at most linearly with n. Recently, Pevzner’s upper bound was
improved by Fleiner [28] who showed that karz2(n)[ 5n holds, and in [24]
where it was shown that (i)
karz2(n)=˛1n22 if n [ 5,
4n−10 if n \ 4,
and that (ii) all 2-compatible split systems of maximal cardinality 4n−10
are cyclic (and can, hence, all be constructed quite easily using the recursive
procedure introduced and discussed in [23]).
In [20], a thorough discussion of the tight span of consistent metrics d
with a 2-dimensional tight span is presented in addition to proving that
2-compatibility of Sd characterizes exactly those consistent metrics for
which L¯ is an isometry. Within a broader context, it is worth mentioning
that those metrics for which the tight span is (at most) 2-dimensional can
be characterized by a certain 6-point condition [13, Theorem 9], and that
such metrics have been studied recently in greater depth because of their
fascinating relationship with certain multifacility location problems [34].
Finally, as a consequence of the above theorem, we see that for any given
consistent metric d, computing T(d) amounts to the computation of the split
system Sd and the Buneman complex B(Sd). However, there are efficient
algorithms available for computing both of these: In [4, p. 81] it is shown that
Sd can be computed in O(#X5) time (though in most practical cases, the
algorithm given there is much faster) and, as stated before, the 1-skeleton of
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B(Sd) is the Buneman graph that can be computed in reasonable time using
algorithms such as those presented in [3, 8].
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